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Fusion 360
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Autodesk

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Know how to use Fusion 360 to create, modify and simulate real industrial designs
Understand the simulation set up workflow in Fusion 360 for electronics cooling
Learn the process of fixing constraints and making decisions based on simulation
results
Describe other Fusion 360 tools like Fusion Sim and Generative Design to complete
the design optimization cycle

Description
This class will try to give an introduction to the new features within Fusion 360 regarding
electronics cooling simulation. A real model can be simplified in Fusion 360, and then taken
through the whole workflow of setting it up, running simulations and analysing results.
The class will also leverage the other capabilities from Fusion 360, to combine the design
optimization with Mechanical Simulation and Generative Design. It will also establish and
compare the features in Fusion with the Autodesk CFD Electronics Cooling studies, checking its
pros and cons.

Speaker: Gilberto Fernandez
Gilberto Fernandez is a Designated Support Specialist within the Autodesk Customer Services
organization. Having an engineering background, he has vast experience in the field of Simulation
and Computational Fluid Dynamics. Mainly Gilberto's role is to lead the way technically with
Autodesk Premium Customers, in terms of Simulation solutions. He is based in Barcelona, and is
heavily focused now in Design Optimization through Simulation
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Introduction to electronics cooling
Electronics cooling is a type of simulation where we try to check the performance of electronics
equipment in terms of temperatures, heat dissipation and how fluid flow can help with the cooling,
to try and take the temperatures down.

Why do we care?
Thermal management of printed circuit board (PCB) components depends on a number of factors
including the amount of heat the components dissipate, the environment, the layout of the
components on the board, and the design of the enclosure. If the circuit generates too much heat,
the components risk failing due to overheating and a cooling strategy should be employed.
Failure of a component leads to malfunctioning and than can compromise our design. So there is
a need to control the risk, and try to establish a risk factor.
Real examples in our world where these things happen:

-

- Power supply
Game console
LED lighting
Computer tower
Speaker
Stage lamp
Server blade

Detail of electronics equipment
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Outcome expected from Electronic Cooling
The electronics cooling study in Fusion 360 simulates the temperature that components on an
electronics board are likely to reach, to help you determine whether PCB components are at risk
of failure due to overheating. Using this analysis, you can see the temperature of individual
components, and see if they are at risk of exceeding their critical temperature.
An electronics cooling analysis also shows you the temperature and velocity of the air surrounding
the components in the enclosure. We expect the analysis to be simple, and to be able to have
tools to simplify our models, but keep physical significance.

Image of an electronics cooling study showing results

Simulation in Fusion 360
Fusion 360 Simulation is a validation tool to help you understand how a design performs under
certain conditions. A highly trained specialist could spend much time performing a detailed
analysis to obtain exact results of real-world conditions. However, you can often predict and
improve a design based on the trending and behavioral information you obtain from a basic or
fundamental analysis. If you perform this basic analysis early in the design phase, you can
substantially improve the overall engineering process.
Use the analyses in the Simulation workspace to determine how loads lead to deformation and
failure, so you can understand if and how a part will fail. Or you can determine natural vibration
frequencies to avoid resonance. You can identify temperature distributions and thermally induced
stresses.
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Save time-to-manufacture, in the Simulation workspace, as you experiment with virtual design
variations or adapt your model to changing design requirements. Use the tools in the Simulation
workspace to minimize physical prototyping and destructive testing requirements.
Fusion 360 Simulation studies that run in the cloud, rely on cloud computational services.
These studies include:

Note: You must have a balance of cloud credits in your account to solve on the cloud.
Electronics cooling is our newest feature here, as it can be seen in the picture below. We can see
the feature is summarized, and as highlighted, it shows it is a feature in preview. We will explain
now what this means and how to get access to.
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Preview feature settings
Electronics cooling is a feature that is in Preview mode, and we want to explain how to access
that, as it does not come alive by default. Some preview features provide access to entire new
functionality while others improve existing workflows. Preview features may be released in Fusion
360 or released as part of an extension in a future update.
Note: Enabling a preview feature may affect the performance of Fusion 360.
Preview features are divided into three categories:
•

Public preview features

, which are features that are close to being released.

These features are available to all customers.
•

Extension preview features
part of an extension.

, which are features that are close to being released as

These features are available to all customers but some may depend on existing features in
an extension.
•

Insider preview features
, which are features that are still in development and could
be released as part of Fusion 360 or as part of an extension.
These features are available only to customers who are part of the Fusion 360 Insider
program for that workspace.

Note: Joining a Fusion 360 Insider program is currently by invite only.

Enable a preview feature in Fusion 360
1. In the top-right corner, on the Application bar, click My Profile.
2. Select Preferences to display the dialog.
3. In the left pane, select Preview Features.
4. (Optional) Filter the list of preview features by workspace, by preview type, or by
search.

5. Select the check box next to the name of the preview feature.
6. Click OK.
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Preferences Preview Feature settings

Electronics cooling workflow
The workflow in electronics cooling will be simple and concise. The model can be simplified first,
then the features of the study will be set up, as per materials, heat loads and cooling fans. Then
constraints or critical temperatures will be set, and the model will be ready to run and leverage
results out of it. We will explain this step by step

Model Simplify
A simulation model can be less detailed than a manufacturing model. There are often features in
a production design that are unimportant with regard to stress, modal, or thermal simulation.
However, they can greatly increase the complexity of the mesh (producing a high element count).
Therefore, the file size and solution time increase.
Simplifications techniques are simple:
-

Removing parts/features

-

Redrawing simple features

They key tip for this within Fusion 360 is all in the Selection, with different techniques based on
selecting by name, size, boundaries etc…. Then, replacing with primitives and resolving
interferences will also be really important.
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Examples of potentially unnecessary features are embossed or raised part numbers and fillets on
external corners, as shown below

Embossed letters example on a real electronics model

On this, we have plenty of documentation and different Autodesk University classes on
simplifying models for simulation in Fusion 360. You can check AU 2020 class “Fusion 360 –
Simplifying real models”.

Simplify workspace – Model variations
Use the Simplify tools to remove bodies or features that are unnecessary for simulation. You
can also split faces to confine loads or constraints to only a portion of a larger face. Finally, you
can make other geometry changes to gauge how the simulation results are affected by model
variations. Once optimal geometry is determined, you can make the same changes to the base
production model in the Design workspace.
Important: Simulation-specific modifications can be made to your model without affecting the base
production version represented in the Design workspace. You can:
•

Remove unnecessary components, bodies, or features to facilitate simulation.

•

Split faces to confine loads or constraints to a portion of a larger face.

•

Modify the geometry to perform "what-if" analyses, gauging the effects on the resulting stresses,
displacements, temperature, and so on.
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•

Create multiple variants of the base production model. By default, each variant is
named Simulation Model x (where "x" is an automatically incremented serial number). You can
rename the simulation models to be more descriptive.
Note: When you create a New Simulation Model, the production version of the model is used
as the starting point for the new simulation model. To avoid re-doing changes made to a prior
simulation model, clone the simulation model instead.
The Simplify commands are not limited to simplifications. You can make any modification to the
geometry. Any modification made using Simplify commands are saved to a Simulation model,
and do not affect the production model saved in the Design workspace.

New Simulation Model/Clone Simulation Model for variations

This way we will be able to generate multiple what-if scenarios. Then, using the solve dialog, we
could set those scenarios to batch run.

Simulation set up
Once with the model simplified, we proceed with the set up of the run, following the right
sequence: description of default conditions, materials, gravity, heat loads, heat sinks, forced flow,
critical temperatures and setting it to solve in the solver manager.
FLUID DOMAIN
When you switch to the Simulation workspace and select an electronics cooling study, the
software creates the fluid domain that represents the air, in and around the model and its parts,
automatically for you. The external environment allows both for natural convection to occur around
the device, and for the free flow of air for proper cooling.
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Note: If you feel the fluid domain should be larger, just model a couple of extra components,
external to the model, to increase the size of the fluid domain.

Default environment conditions
-

Fluid material (air) with variable density, air properties at 20*C:
o

density = 1.205 kg/m3

o

specific heat = 1005 J/kg.K

o

thermal_conductivity = 0.02587 W/m.K

o

viscosity = 1.8208e-05 kg/m.s

-

Gravity is ON by default and is required for the natural convection analysis

-

Ambient/environment temperature is 25*C

-

Boundary conditions defined on external surfaces of the fluid domain allows fluid to
enter and escape the model.

-

o

Pressure = 0 Pa

o

Temperature = ambient/environment temperature.

If flow sources (fans) are defined, the forced convection analysis is executed (along
with buoyancy)
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MATERIALS
Materials panel – In this panel, the materials can be viewed and assigned to components. The
Study Materials option can be used to sssign the correct materials, as shown below.

There is a Material Browser to manage material libraries, create new materials and modify
properties. Assignment of materials is a crucial step to reflect the physics properly in the model.
Properties and materials assigned in other workspaces are kept and properties are assigned, so
no reassignements need to be made. Also, within the Study materials dialog, there´s the
possibility of sorting components out based on components valids, or based on warnings.
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GRAVITY
The Gravity panel enables us to manage the gravity load. There is an option for toggling the
gravity on and off. By default, gravity is on and acts in the negative Y direction. A symbol at the
model origin marks the direction of gravity. To modify things, an Edit dialog can be used.

HEAT LOADS
Under the Heat Loads panel> Internal Heat dialog, a user-defined heat load can be applied to
one of more bodies to define the source that imapcts adjacent components.
The heat load can be assigned as a total value, or on a per-unit volume basis. Internal heat load
attributes assigned in the Electronics workspace are copied automatically to the electronic cooling
study. It does not work the same the other way around.
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HEAT SINKS
In the Cooling panel, we can identify parts as heat sinks. The dialog is featured under Cooling
panel > Heat Transfer.
It calculates the ability of the heat sink to dissipate heat and reduce the temperature of electronic
components, based on its geometry and material properties. Creates an idealized representation
of the heat sink design automatically, to reduce analysis time while maintaining an accurate result.
The geometric properties used in the idealization are obtained from the as-modeled device.

FORCED FLOW
Under the Cooling panel, we can set up forced flow. It applies a volumetric flow of air to a selected
part, so we can mimic a fan blowing air through an enclosure.It simplifies complex fan geometries
automatically to reduce analysis time while maintaining accurate results. Air flow is propagated,
and will have a big impact on the outcome result temperatures.
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The simplification maccepts the fan assembly (left) and produces the representation (right).The
fan cowl and radii are automatically derived, directly from the as-modeled fan assembly.
Fan simplification is automatically generated for any fan regardless of its size, configuration, or
orientation within the model. A default solid material is automatically assigned to the fan housing,
and the prescribed volumetric flow rate is mapped to the core region. For instances in which the
underlying algorithm fails, the hub and cowl radii default to 35% and 90% of the minimum width
of the fan housing, respectively.

Once the part is selected, the settings as per direction and flow rate are easily set up in the
Forced Flow dialog, as shown above.
CRITICAL TEMPERATURES
The Critical Temperature is the temperature at, or above, which the component may be at risk
of failure due to overheating. You can set a Critical Temperature on at risk board components
to highlight their risk factor.
On PCB boards, there are various components which heat up and dissipate heat as a result of
the applied heat load. Above a certain temperature, these components may overheat and could
risk failing as a result. The applied load and the maximum temperature of these components are
listed on the manufacturer's specification sheet.
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Set up of Critical Temperature for selected parts

Note: For electronics boards created in the Fusion 360 Design workspace, MAXTEMP attributes
set on the 2D layout are imported into the Simulation workspace automatically as Critical
Temperatures.

MAXTEMP setting on 3D PCB
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When you set a Critical Temperature, a Risk Factor result is produced that shows you the
temperature of all the critical components and how close they approach the critical temperature.
Note: You are not required to set a Critical Temperature on the board components.

SOLVE SETTINGS
Both the analysis time and the solution accuracy depend on the voxel count and the number of
iterations required to obtain a converged solution. You can change the default setting using
the Accuracy slider in the
(Simulation workspace > Setup tab > Manage panel >
Settings) dialog.

A Fast solve is typically completed in a few to several dozen minutes, depending on the
complexity of the model; an Accurate solve can take several hours. By default, the Accuracy
slider is set midway between fast and accurate.

The Accuracy slider defines the:
•

number of iterations, which decrease with higher accuracy settings

•

voxel count, which increase with higher accuracy settings

•

auto-convergence parameters.

Solution convergence is based on the maximum temperature
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SOLVER MANAGER
The final step for the set up is to go to the Solve dialog (Simulation workspace > Setup tab >
Manage panel > Settings).

Within the dialog, the different model variations, generated by setting up new or cloned simulation
models, can be set to solve. There is an option to pre-check if all the settings have been done
properly, as per the requirements of materials, loads, etc….
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Although the solving dialog shows the option, currently only cloud solving is available. The dialog
is also set up to quantify cloud credits and show the number of credits available. As this is currently
a preview fueature, no cloud credits are consumed per run as this is in preview mode.
Job status can be checked within the dialog too, and when finishing, we can open the results
dialog from it.

Results
Fusion 360 electronics cooling produces results in the form of:
-

Component Temperature
Temperature
Air Velocity
Risk Factor

Temperature of electronic components and the air surround them can be viewed, as a result
from the applied heat loads being solved.

Non-critical components can be hidden, and slice planes or sections of the model can be created
through the model, to study the temperature of the critical components to be analysed.
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Risk at components can be identified, with the risk factor when critical temperatures are set.
Critical levels are shown with the risk being evaluated and plotted for the critical components
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Decision taking
Once results have been leveraged and anlysed, it would be time for analyzing them, and take
decisions based on them.
For this, the most important thing would be to have different variations of the model, in the form
of multiple Simulation Models. The most typical decisions would be on having buoyancy, or the
need to add forced flow (ventilation needed), and how strong that would be.

Relocation of vents, and layout of components are changes to make, and checking results we
can see the effect, so an optimum model can be made final, and then exported as a new model.
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Leveraging and communicating with other Sim tools in Fusion 360
Once results are there, and decisions have been taken, we can narrow down to an optimum
model. This model can be exported towards the other tools in Fusion 360 or outside of it.

Common model – sim model export
Export a Simulation Model to the cloud or your local drive for use as a new base model.
You can export any Simulation Model you have created as a new Fusion 360 base model (*.f3d)
or in a variety of other CAD formats.

Why Export a Simulation Model?
If the changes you made to a simulation model need to be incorporated into the production design,
you can repeat the changes in the Design workspace, using the Solid, Surface, and Form tools.
However, under the following conditions, it is probably more convenient to export a simulation
model to create a new Fusion 360 design file:
•
•
•

The changes are complicated or extensive, and all of them are applicable to the production
model.
You want to base future production models on the modified geometry in your current
simulation study. The cloned model can be the starting point for additional production
model variants.
You want to base future simulation studies on the modified geometry in your current
simulation study. The cloned model can be the starting point for additional simulation
model variants. An alternative to this approach is to clone the simulation model, keeping
the next version within the current design file
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Common Data Environment (CDE)
In Fusion 360, one of the main advantages is to be working with a common model, and also with
a CDE, a Common Data Environment.
As we are working with the same model across different workspaces, a lot of things in the set up
can be transferred automatically, as we have seen, for materials, heatd loads in PCBs, critical
temperatures, etc….
But there is also a crucially important aspect of collaboration with others on your projects, and for
this, we would be using Fusion 360 and Fusion Team. These tools will bring people together into
collaborative teams. This applies to models in Fusion 360 regardless of the models being used
for one workspace or another.
Manage the design process and collaborate with your co-workers, clients, and partners by sharing
and reviewing designs or whole projects, managing versions, and reusing designs.

Fusion 360 with Data Panel

WHAT IS A TEAM?
A team is a collection of people and the design data they are working on. Design data includes Fusion
360 files, CAD files of other formats, PDF files, Excel files, images, and any other file types. Your
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team’s data is accessible anywhere you have internet access, either directly through Fusion 360 or
using the Fusion Team web client.
Anyone with an Autodesk account can create one team and can be a member of multiple teams. You
can share links with collaborators not on your team so they can review, mark-up and comment on
designs.

What is a Project?
A project is used to store your design data and any other associated files such as spreadsheets,
images, and pdfs. Designs can be shared between projects. Your team can have any number of
projects. Team members are given access to projects. You can manage who on your team has
access to which projects.

Example of data and people within a project
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The other option:Autodesk CFD
Now we have covered how to simulate electronics cooling in Fusion 360, we can also explore
how this type of study can be done in a more comprehensive way using other Autodesk software,
our main CFD package for fluid flow and heat transfer. The software is called Autodesk CFD, and
was acquired by Autodesk in 2011.
Autodesk CFD is a computational fluid dynamics simulation software that engineers and analysts
use to intelligently predict how liquids and gases will perform.

Autodesk CFD helps to minimize the need for physical prototypes while providing deeper insight
into fluid flow design performance.

Of course, being a general fluid flow numerics software, it has a more comprehensive set of
features, and alongside them, more complications and requirements too. So, it is relevant to
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compare the performance of Fusion 360 wnd Autodesk CFD when it comes to electronics cooling
analysis.

Pros and cons
ADVANTAGES of FUSION 360 ELECTRONICS COOLING
-

Simplifications – In general Fusion is very powerful for simplify, but it needs
way less simplifications, it can take a huge amount of detail that will give us
trouble in CFD.

The amount of detail in the picture above will make CFD generate a very big
enormous mesh, and this will be ready hard to handle.
-

Same environment – having everything happening within the same
environment helps a lot, as we have a common model, and we do not depend
on other software understanding or interpreting the geometry.

-

Material settings – as we are in the same environment, things like materials,
if already defined, can be leveraged directly from the model, as opposed to
having to re-define them in Autodesk CFD.

-

Fluid domain define automatically – No need to draw or define the fluid
domain. Defaults help in many cases, unless we want to simulate something
very specific.

-

Faster set up and solve – Set up has fewer steps, and running is very fast.

DISADVANTAGES of FUSION 360 ELECTRONICS COOLING
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-

Local solving – Fusion electronics cooling only allows for cloud solving (yet). In CFD we can
run local solving too.

-

More comprehensive results – Pressures/forces – Autodesk CFD can outout more
variables like pressure or forces that gives us extra information about the model. Wider range
of outputs.

-

Only air allowed in Fusion – Autodesk CFD allows for other fluid materials to feature in the
analysis, where Fusion only has air as the fluid material.

-

Traces and post-processing – More comprehensive post-processing features in CFD, in
particular streamlines and traces, with the possibility if animating them, is a very useful piece
of information.

-

Decision centre- direct results comparison – CFD has an environment called the Decision
Centre to compare results side-by-side.
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Additional resources
There are various sources for additional information, mainly within the Autodesk websites, but
also published in public portals like Youtube. Please do visit those sites for further information.

Help documentation
Within http://autodesk.com , there is a lot of information in general about Fusion360, where you
can visit, for sel-paced learning, product documentation, events, blogs, etc….
https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/learn-support

In here, we should note in particular the product documentation, which can also be accessed from
the software itself. The product documentation explains quite a bit about electronics cooling, and
some of this handout references the documentation there directly.
https://help.autodesk.com/view/fusion360/ENU/?guid=GUID-1C665B4D-7BF7-4FDF-98B0AA7EE12B5AC2
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If interested in further electronics cooling, another set of useful information can be found in the
Autodesk CFD help documentation, here:
http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-E1B1AA73-59EF-4FC1-A8AF984357F461ED
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Youtube channels
There are youtube channels for Fusion 360 and Simulation in general, and you can find them
here:
Fusion 360 channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/AutodeskFusion360

Autodesk Simulation channel: https://www.youtube.com/c/AutodeskSimulation
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Autodesk Knowledge Network
The Autodesk Knowledge Network (AKN) is a very complete repository of all sorts of information
about Autodesk products, where you can see more than a million contributions from Autodesk,
community and partners. It is an ideal portal for finding any answer, and it does connect you with
all the other sources of information when you look for answers, so it can be considered the master
source for information and support
It is located in https://knowledge.autodesk.com/ and is the definitive go-to place for any extra
resource needed, including troubleshooting, support, certifications, etc…
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